Evaluation of the Curative and Protective Role of Fresh Chicory Juice in Treatment of Hepatic Fibrosis in Male Albino Rats
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Using synthetic drugs for treating liver fibrosis remains a challenge since, in contrast to natural products, are remarkably expensive and associated with several adverse effects. Herbs and plants showed strong antioxidant, anti-inflammatory, and antimicrobial properties. To investigate the hepatoprotective role of fresh chicory juice in delaying the immune response of hepatic cells to Carbon tetrachloride (CCl₄)-induced fibrosis. Fresh chicory plant juice [50%] was given instead of drinking water to male albino rats [150-200 g]. Blood samples were collected for biochemical evaluation of liver and kidney function, antioxidant markers, lipid profile, and gene expression of TGF-β by quantitative real-time quantification polymerase chain reaction [q PCR]. Liver tissue was removed and subjected to histopathological and genomic DNA fragmentation assay. Measurements of liver enzymes, kidney function, lipid profile and levels of antioxidants confirmed the ability of chicory to protect the liver against CCl₄-induced liver fibrosis by acting as a good inhibitor of TGF-β. These results were confirmed by histopathological examination and DNA fragmentation. Administration of fresh chicory juice [50%] showed a significant protective role of chicory plant in delaying CCl₄-induced liver fibrosis by decreasing TGF-β.
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The liver is a vital organ in the body working as the center of metabolism, and in detoxification of wastes, chemicals, and toxic agents¹. Reports confirmed that about 2 million people die with liver diseases per year worldwide². The primary causes of liver fibrosis are mostly alcohol and nonalcoholic fatty liver disease [NAFLD] in Western industrialized countries, while in the middle east viral infection e.g., HBV or HCV is the main cause, which could lead to hepatocellular carcinoma [HCC], as about 55%-85% of HCV-infected cases become chronic active cases and lead to the development of hepatic fibrosis, cirrhosis, and HCC³.

In Egypt, predominance of hepatitis C virus [HCV] was mostly caused by anti schistosomal¹ treatment, while about 24.3% of patients were infected through blood transfusion⁴. Chronic hepatitis C [CHC] infection was reported to induce hepatic inflammation and stimulates liver fibrosis⁵. Liver fibrosis is clinically silent, slowly progressive, and mostly asymptomatic disease.
It is associated with the collapse of the hepatic parenchyma and its substitution with a collagen-rich tissue. The first symptoms of liver impairment in most of the cases are showing disease development into cirrhosis, which commonly occurs after 15–20 years, when the prognoses of survival and recovery are dramatically reduced. The only effective treatment for end-stage liver failure is liver transplantation. Synthetic drugs used to cure or prevent liver fibrosis have often proved life threatening and, therefore, the preference is being shifted to complementary and alternative medicines (CAM), which are either natural products or their derivatives. Chicory, *Cichorium intybus* is a small perennial herb that is commonly found in nature, especially in the winter. Chicory is widely distributed in Africa, Asia-tropical, Europe, Australia, Northern America, and Southern America. Approximately 70%–75% of the world’s population depends on herbal medicines for curing diseases because they are cost-effective, less toxic, and easily available little adverse effects and minor drug reactions. Chicory plant extracts were presented as an anti-inflammatory effect because of their sesquiterpene lactone in root. Recent studies have proved that dry chicory extract contains a phenolic complex of biologically active substances, namely, oxycoumarins, hydroxycinnamic acids, and flavonoids, these substances are an effective immune-correcting agent, which modulates the cell-mediated immune response, antibody response, and phagocytosis. In this study, we investigate the curative and protective anti-fibrotic activity of fresh chicory juice and its potential role in free radical scavenging and modulation of the genomic integrity associated with hepatic fibrosis. We designed the experiment by using the CC1₄-induced hepatic fibrosis. The choice of CC1₄ is based on its frequent environmental exposure since it occasionally released from industrial sites. CC1₄ could reach hepatic tissue via inhalation, ingestion from air, drinking water, and foodstuffs or even soil.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

This study was conducted with the permission of department of chemistry and Biochemistry faculty of science and the department of Medical Biochemistry faculty of human medicine Zagazig University–Egypt, at Zagazig Scientific Medical Research Center (ZSMRC).

**Animals**

In this study, 36 adult male albino rats [*Rattus norvegicus*] of weight range from 150 to 200 g. The animals were obtained from the Faculty of Veterinary Medicine- Zagazig University. The animals were housed in the animal house of Zoology department, faculty of Science under standard conditions [26 ± 2 °C and relative humidity 30%-35%] in 12 h light and 12-h dark cycle. Animals were provided with water and standard rodent pellet diet. Only the chicory-treated animals were given fresh chicory juice [50%] instead of drinking water. The animals were accommodated to the laboratory conditions for two weeks before being treated. The study was approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee of Zagazig University [ZU-IACUC/3/F/75/2019].

**Chemical**

Carbon tetrachloride CC1₄ was purchased from El Gomhoureya for Chemicals Trade & Medical Supplies [Zagazig, Egypt], and dissolved in olive oil [25%, injected intraperitoneally [2mg/kg b. wt.] twice/week 45 days.

**Plant**

Fresh chicory plant was collected during October 2019 from “Zagazig, Sharkia, Egypt” where they grow. 250g of fresh chicory plant were washed with tap water, to remove dust, and then crushed within 500 mL-distilled water using an electric blender and the resulting mixture was filtered. The juice administered once per day instead of drinking water for 45 days.

**Experimental Design:**

The study was conducted on 36 mature male albino rats [*Rattus norvegicus*], rats were randomly divided into 6 main groups; each group comprised 6 rats.

**Treatment schedule**

**The first group [control group]**

Animals were housed without treatment in a laboratory under slandered condition of nutrients and temperature for 12 weeks.

**The second group [carbon tetrachloride–treated group]**

Animals were injected with 25% carbon tetrachloride at a dose of [2 mL/kg b/wt.] dissolved
in olive oil twice/week for 6 weeks.

**The third group [a curative chicory group]**

Animals were injected intra peritoneal with carbon tetrachloride at a dose of [2mL/kg b/wt.] twice/week for 6 weeks, then animals were administered 50% fresh chicory juice instead of drinking water once per day for another 6 weeks.

**The fourth group [a protective chicory group]**

We gave the animals 50% fresh chicory juice instead of drinking water once per day for another 6 weeks, then animals were injected intra peritoneal with 25% carbon tetrachloride at a dose of [2 mL/kg b. wt.] twice/week for other 6 weeks.

**The fifth group [fresh chicory juice–treated group]**

Animals were administered 50% fresh chicory juice instead of drinking water once per day for another 6 weeks.

**The sixth group [olive oil treated group]**

Animals were injected with olive oil at a dose of [2mL/kg b/wt.] twice/week for 6 weeks.

**Blood sample collection**

After 48h of the last dose of treatment, blood samples were collected by the removal of eyeball, animals killed by cut abdomen opening for liver tissue removal. Serum was harvested from blood without heparin by centrifugation at 3000 rpm and then serum samples were transferred into Eppendorf tubes and stored at “20 °C for measurement of biochemical parameters.

**Tissue preparation**

The liver was excised from each animal; slice samples were preserved in 10% formalin at room temperature and processed histopathological staining and subsequent light microscope examination. Slices of liver tissue were put into Eppendorf tubes and directly preserved in liquid nitrogen, then transferred to-80°C for genomic DNA fragmentation assay, and Quantitative Real-Time Quantification Polymerase Chain Reaction [qPCR].

**Biochemical analysis**

All the biochemical parameters of this study were estimated at Zagazig Scientific Medical Research Center ZSMRC.

**Investigation of liver and kidney functions**

The effect of fresh chicory juice administration on CCl₄-induced fibrotic liver tissue is evaluated by measuring the levels of aspartate aminotransferase [AST] and alanine

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rat TGFβ1</td>
<td>CTGAAACAGAAGAGAAGAAT</td>
<td>GGTTCATGTCATGGATGGTG</td>
<td>NM_021578.2</td>
<td>142</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rat Gapdh</td>
<td>ATGGTGGTGAAGACGCCAGTA</td>
<td>ATGTTGTTAAGCTGAGCCAGTA</td>
<td>NM_017008.4</td>
<td>143</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
aminotransferase [ALT] in serum according to\textsuperscript{19}, by using a kit of Sigma-Aldrich, Cat. No. MAK055 and MAK052, respectively. The level of alkaline phosphatase [ALP] was evaluated based on its kinetic activity according to the International Federation of Clinical Chemistry [IFCC]\textsuperscript{20}, by using a kit of Spectrum-Diagnostics, Cat. 217001. Evaluation of kidney function associated with induced hepatic fibrosis was analyzed by measuring the levels of urea based on Urease-UV a fixed rate method\textsuperscript{21}, by using a kit of Spectrum-Diagnostics, Cat. 321001. The level of creatinine was measured based onCreatinine Buffered Kinetic Jaffe reaction without deproteinization\textsuperscript{22}, by using a kit of Spectrum-Diagnostics, Cat. 234001 and the developed colors were measured spectrophotometrically at corresponding wavelengths given on kits.

**Measurements of lipid profile**

The effect of CCl\textsubscript{4}-induced hepatic fibrosis on lipid peroxidation of cellular membranes was mirrored in serum by measuring the triglycerides based on GPO-PAP Enzymatic colorimetric method\textsuperscript{23} and by total cholesterol based on GHOD-PAP- Enzymatic colorimetric method\textsuperscript{24} by using kits of Spectrum-Diagnostics, Cat. No. 314001 and 230001, respectively.

**Measurement of Antioxidants**

The status of oxidative stress was analyzed in serum by measuring the levels of superoxide dismutase activity\textsuperscript{25} and reduced glutathione\textsuperscript{26} by using Kits obtained from Sigma-Aldrich, Cat. No. 19160 and CS0260, respectively.

**Histopathological examination**

To evaluate the effect of treatment on morphological architecture, liver tissue was exposed to manual Hematoxylin and Eosin staining\textsuperscript{27,28}. The collagen area percentages were assessed by Masson’s Trichrome [MT] staining\textsuperscript{29}.

---

**Fig. 1.** The effect of fresh chicory juice [50\%] on levels of liver enzymes alanine aminotransferase ALT [U/L], aspartate aminotransferase AST [U/L] and alkaline phosphatase ALP [U/L] and levels of creatinine [mg/dL] and urea [mg/dL] in serum in treatment groups
DNA fragmentation and agarose gel electrophoresis

Genomic DNA extraction of rat’s liver was extracted according to the purification protocol of genomic DNA from animal tissues and following instructions of the QIAamp DNA Mini Kit Cat. No. 51304. The tissue was homogenized in 1-mL lysis buffer [20 mM Tris-Cl [pH 7.5], 0.15 M NaCl, 1 mM EDTA, 1 mM EGTA, 1% Triton X-100, and 25 mM disodium pyrophosphate] at 37 °C for 1 h. Then, 0.4 mL of saturated NaCl was added to each set of cell lysates and were incubated on ice for 5 minutes and centrifuged at 3,000 ×g for 30 min. The DNA was precipitated using chilled ethanol, which was separated by centrifugation. Separated DNA was re-suspended in the TAE buffer [40 mM Tris-acetate and 1 mM EDTA]. Gel preparation was done by using Molecular biology grade agarose to prepare 2% agarose gel containing 0.5 ug/ml ethidium bromide in 1 x TAE buffer according to31 The power supply was turned on at 100 volts for 30-45 minutes to allow separation of DNA marker bands. The DNA bands were observed and photographed under a UV trans-illuminator.

Quantitative Real-Time Quantification Polymerase Chain Reaction [qPCR]

Each 100 mg of liver specimen from each group was ground after being frozen in liquid nitrogen. Total RNA was extracted using Trizol (Invitrogen; Thermo Fisher Scientific, Inc.). For evaluating the RNA quality, the A260/A280 ratio was analyzed using Nano Drop® ND–1000 Spectrophotometer (Nano Drop Technologies; Wilmington, Delaware, United States) and immediately reverse-transcribed into Complementary DNA (cDNA) using, a HiSenScript™ RH (-) cDNA Synthesis Kit (iNtRON Biotechnology Co., South Korea). The resulting cDNA was preserved at “20 °C until used in subsequent PCR. Real-time RT-PCR
was performed in a Rotor-Gene Q PCR System (Qiagen, Germany) using Top real SYPR Green qPCR Mix Plus (Enzymonics, Korea) following the manufacturer’s instructions. The PCR cycling conditions were initial denaturation at 95 °C for 12 min followed by 40 cycles of denaturation at 95 °C for 20 seconds, annealing at 60 °C for 30 seconds, and extension at 72 °C for 30 seconds. The oligonucleotide-specific primers were synthesized by Sangon Biotech (Beijing, China), the primer sequences are enlisted in table (1). The expression level of the target genes transforming growth factor beta (TGF-â1) was normalized using the mRNA expression of known housekeeping genes; Glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase (GAPDH). Results are expressed as fold-changes compared to the control group following the 2-ΔΔCT method.

RESULTS

Evaluation of liver and kidney functions

Measurements of liver enzymes, ALT, AST, and ALP in the CCl₄-untreated group were 46 U/L, 45 U/L, and 330.08 U/L, which showed a significant increase in ALT. The administration of 50% fresh chicory juice as a curative substance decreased the enzymes to 43 U/L, 39 U/L, and 294 U/L respectively, administration of fresh chicory juice as a protective agent, decreased them significantly to 41.7 U/L, 38.125 U/L, and 291.67 U/L, these results have proved that administration of fresh chicory juice [50%] on morphological architecture of CCl₄-induced hepatic fibrosis; [A] Control, [B] CCl₄-treated, [C] the curative group and [D] the protective group.
chicory juice is more effective as a protective agent than its application as a curative agent.

The effect of liver ailment on kidney function was evaluated by measuring the levels of creatinine and urea in the serum of the CCl$_4$-untreated group, which were 0.96 mg/dL and 47.1 mg/dL recording a significant increase in both parameters, the administration of 50% fresh chicory juice decreased them to 0.615 mg/dL and 34.24 mg/dL in the curative group, respectively. They highly decreased in the protective group to 0.604 mg/dL and 29.1 mg/dL, which proved that fresh chicory juice was more effective in protection from renal disfunction [Figure1].

To mirror the effect of CCl$_4$ administration on lipid peroxidation of hepatic cell membranes, the levels of triglycerides [TG] and total cholesterol were measured. They were highly increased in the CCl$_4$-untreated group in case of TG to 112 mg/dL and 149.5 mg/dL in case of total cholesterol, which is highly significant. Administration of fresh chicory juice after CCl$_4$ in the curative group highly decreased serum levels of TG and total cholesterol to 59.65 mg/dL and 79.63 mg/dL respectively while the administration of fresh chicory juice before CCl$_4$ administration in the protection group highly decreased serum levels of TG and total cholesterol to 49.98 mg/dL and 74.25 mg/dL [Figure2], respectively, showing a significant decrease in serum level of total cholesterol in both protective and curative group.

To evaluate the status of oxidative stress, we measured the levels of antioxidant enzymes SOD and GSH in serum. Administration
Fig. 5. The curative and protective effect of fresh chicory juice [50 %] on integrity of genomic DNA extracted [1.5 % agarose gel electrophoresis] from liver tissues of CCl₄-treated rats [dose/kg].

Lane 1: DNA Marker
Lane 2: untreated rat's liver (-ve control)
Lane 3: CCl₄ treated rat's liver (+ve control)
Lane 4: Curative treatment of fresh chicory juice after CCl₄ administration
Lane 5: Protective treatment of fresh chicory juice before CCl₄ administration
Lane 6: Vehicle group administered only fresh chicory juice
Lane 7: Vehicle group administered only olive oil

Fig. 6. The effect of fresh chicory juice (50%) administration on the expression activity of TGF-β in liver tissues of male albino rats, represented by means± standard deviation, measured by Quantitative Real-Time Polymerase Chain Reaction (qRT-PCR.), the given values results by using GAPDH as a house-keeping gene.
of fresh chicory juice after \(\text{CCl}_4\) in the curative group increased SOD and GSH significantly to 58.49 U/mL and 2.78 U/mL, respectively, while the administration of fresh chicory juice before \(\text{CCl}_4\) in the protective group highly increased SOD and GSH to 69.046 U/mL and 2.95 U/mL, showing a significant increase in SOD [Figure 2]. Furthermore, this confirms that chicory plants may act as a good antioxidant against oxidant stress of \(\text{CCl}_4\), especially as protective.

**Histopathological analysis**

In \(\text{CCl}_4\)-treated group histopathological analysis by hematoxylin and eosin stain [H&E] showed liver nodules surrounded by thick fibrous bands [Figure 3]. Masson’s Trichrome stain showed a significant increase in collagen fiber percentage, leading to liver cirrhosis F4 [Figure 4]. In Curative group histopathological analysis by H&E showed thick fibrous bands extending from the central vein to the portal tract and from Porto-pre as a liver cloudy swelling [Figure 3]. Masson’s Trichrome stain showed improved in collagen area percent F3 [Figure 4]. In protective group histopathological analysis by H&E showed short fibrous bands [Figure 3]. Masson’s Trichrome stain showed a significant decrease in collagen area percent F2 [Figure 4].

**DNA fragmentation assay**

Genomic DNA samples were extracted from untreated and treated animals. The \(\text{CCl}_4\)-injected animals [lane 3] were extensively fragmented, associated with significant internucleosomal DNA fragmentation in \(\text{CCl}_4\)-induced hepatic cells, in contrast to the control group, which gave a single intact un-fragmented band on lane 2 [Figure 5]. To investigate the curative effect of fresh chicory juice in lane 4, a slight improvement in DNA integrity appeared compared to lane 3. The possible protective effect of fresh chicory juice was shown in lane 5 as an obvious DNA band like the controls. The DNA fragmentation pattern on the gel explains a marked difference between the curative and protective applications associated with a potential modulator role of fresh chicory juice [50%] upon the underlying genomic DNA integrity and might be of value in medicinal plants industry.

**Quantitative Real-Time Quantification Polymerase Chain Reaction [q PCR]**

In \(\text{CCl}_4\)-treated group expression of TGF-\(\beta\) increased to 9.23 showing a significant increase compared to control group 1.059. Administration of fresh chicory juice after \(\text{CCl}_4\) decreased expression of TGF-\(\beta\) to 2.703; administration of fresh chicory juice before \(\text{CCl}_4\) highly decreased expression of TGF-\(\beta\) to 0.368, recording significant decrease compared to \(\text{CCl}_4\)-treated group and these two groups became semi-similar to control group, this may confirm that caffeic acid derivatives that found in chicory plant may act as a good inhibitor of TGF-\(\beta\) and administration of fresh chicory before \(\text{CCl}_4\) was more effective than administrating it after \(\text{CCl}_4\) and there was none–significant difference between control group, chicory only group and olive oil group as shown in [Figure 6].

**DISCUSSION**

The liver is a vital organ; it supports metabolism, immunity, digestion, and detoxification of wastes. Liver cells contain many enzymes, which may be released into bloodstream. Damaged liver cells increase the levels of secreted enzymes in blood, which is used as an indicator of liver damage. The exposure to fibrotic agents such as chemicals, viral infection, or toxins could induce subsequent cellular changes and finally convert healthy hepatic cells into fibrous bands. Of these agents \(\text{CCl}_4\) arises as a harmful chemical occasionally released from industrial activities, it is converted to trichloromethyl free radicals leading to lipid peroxidation, which degenerate lipid membrane that causes damage to the cell membrane of hepatocytes and liberation of liver enzymes into blood. Strategy adopted for treating damaged hepatic cells depends on its ability of either reducing the harmful effects or preserving the normal physiological function, which has been disturbed by hepatotoxic agents. However, these anti-fibrotic drugs are remarkably expensive and associated with several adverse effects. Herbs and plants may play an important hepatoprotective effect in controlling of various liver disorders. This study was designed to investigate the hepatoprotective role of fresh chicory juice in delaying the immune response of hepatic cells to fibrotic agents. Our results revealed that the use of fresh chicory in foods could be more effective as a protective than curative against liver fibrosis. Our results investigating hepatic and renal functions
showed that the administration of 50% fresh chicory juice significantly decreased liver and renal enzymes compared to untreated CCl₄ rats, implying its role in treatment of hepatic fibrosis. Here we proved that the use of this plant before exposure to fibrotic agents could present better readings as a protective mean supporting hepatic cells and delaying the process of fibrogenesis. Histopathological examination revealed that the administration of fresh chicory juice [50%] instead of drinking water showed a significant recovery, which agrees with⁴. Its use as a pretreatment shielded liver hepatocytes by averting the oxidation in liver cells and prevented the liver damage caused by CCl₄.³⁵ The curative and protective role of chicory plant in liver fibrosis was previously reported⁴⁶,⁴⁷. The use of chicory plant as a natural production in treatment and protection against hepatic fibrosis could be explained by measuring the status of oxidative stress. Therefore, we measured the levels of enzymatic antioxidants in serum GSH and SOD, which was significantly increased after and before the exposure of fibrotic agents; however, our data showed that fresh chicory juice has amazingly increased the levels of SOD and GSH in protection than treatment. Reports confirming that the oxidative stress could play an important role in the initiation of fibrosis by increasing harmful cytokines such as transforming growth factor-â [TGF-ß]⁴⁸. It was found that the CCl₄ exposure associated with the release of free radicals, which stimulate lipid peroxidation of cell membrane. This could consequently cause severe damage of hepatic cells showed by elevation in levels of total cholesterol and triglyceride in serum⁴⁹. The measurement of the levels of triglycerides and total cholesterol levels in serum showed high elevation in untreated CCl₄ animals that decreased significantly in chicory-administered animals, confirming its antioxidant properties in scavenging released free radicals and hepatoprotective role in the process of fibrogenesis. The role of fresh chicory juice in treatment and prevention of hepatic fibrosis was investigated at the molecular level by analysis of genomic integrity via DNA fragmentation test , which showed that CCl₄ exposure could degrade the genomic DNA into variable nucleosomal fragments increasing the susceptibility of mutagenesis and disturb cell regulation. While in treatment and protection groups, a marked integrity of DNA band, which appeared as a single intact band slightly like control rats. Also, we found that the administration of chicory sustains DNA and help in protection against fibrotic agents. This may add a potential modulator role of fresh chicory juice [50%] upon the underlying genomic DNA, which might be of value in medicinal plants industry. It was found that liver fibrosis could consequently affect kidney functions. Here we found a significant decrease in levels of both creatinine and urea in fresh chicory juice administered protective groups than curative groups compared with untreated CCl₄-induced fibrotic liver. This observation of agreement with Li et al. and El-Masry et al. who revealed a direct depletion of urea and creatinine levels after administration of chicory extract on nanoparticles-damaged kidney. TGF-ß signaling is considered an important pathway leading to hepatic cell proliferation and fibrogenesis,⁴¹ high levels of TGF-ß are contributing to chronic liver damage⁴². TGF-â is synthesized as a latent ancestor by a variety of cells including endothelial cells, macrophages, hepatocytes, and platelets were recently identified as an important source of TGF-â in the liver⁴⁵. Our results showed that CCl₄ recorded highly increase in expression of TGF-â because of formation of Reactive Oxygen Species [ROS] where Roehlen et al⁴⁶ has proved that ROS and lipid peroxides exposure activate HSC which produce TGF-â, administration with fresh chicory juice has highly decreased expression of TGF-â, but fresh chicory juice was more efficient in case of administration before CCl₄, it helped preventing prolongation of fibrosis, as recommended above according to histopathological examination, CCl₄ group was in F4 stage of fibrosis and emerging to cirrhosis, and reversed to F3 in case of administration of chicory and reversed to F2 in case of administration before CCl₄. According to modified form of stages of liver fibrosis by⁴. In accordance with our results a study⁴⁷ has proved that Caffeine inhibited TGF-â activation by lung epithelial cells, where phytochemical analysis proved that chicory plant contains caffeic acid derivatives [chiroric acid, chlorogenic acid, iso chlorogenic acid, dicaffeoyl tartaric acid]⁴⁹, which may also help in reducing the activation of TGF-â expression in liver, flavonoids and polyphenol compounds that act as good antioxidants. In addition⁵¹ has proved that
TGF-α signal transduction pathway may be one of the key mechanisms contributing to anti-fibrosis effect.

**CONCLUSION**

Chicory may effectively protect against CCl₄-induced hepatic fibrosis in rats in both biochemical and histological analysis as it contains polyphenolic and flavonoid compounds, which have significant antioxidant activities that may protect the liver against free radical injury by preventing lipid peroxidation of the cell membrane and it is a promising anti-fibrotic therapeutic agent.
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